
[CentOS-announce]  CentOS
Stream  Container  images
available on quay.io
NOTE: This message was intended to go to centos-devel and
centos-announce on 11-Feb-2021 but it only made it to centos-
devel. Thanks to folks on IRC for mentioning that this never
made it to the proper announcement channels.
Hi folks,
CentOS Stream container images are now readily available!

podman pull quay.io/centos/centos:stream

OR

podman pull quay.io/centos/centos:stream8

## Tags·

We expect the ‘stream’ tag to automatically move forward to
new Streams as
they come on board. This means when CentOS Stream 9 becomes
the Live Stream,
quay.io/centos/centos:stream will have 9 based content.

The ‘stream8’ tag can be used while Stream 8 is Live, and
during the overlap

period between Stream 8 and Stream 9.
A ‘stream9’ tag will be created at the appropriate time to
serve the same purpose.
You  can  browse  through  all  of  the  tags  for  the  CentOS
repository  here:
https://quay.io/repository/centos/centos?tab=tags
## Next Steps

– We are still in discussions on how to push these properly to
Dockerhub. Since
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  CentOS  is  an  Official  Image,  there  are  some  extra
requirements  here  that
  we’re working through.

If you have questions you can find us on the centos-devel
mailing list
([hidden email]) or in #centos-stream on Freenode

Cheers!

—
Brian Stinson

On behalf of the CentOS Stream Team
_______________________________________________

CentOS-announce mailing list

[hidden email]

https://lists.centos.org/mailman/listinfo/centos-announce

New Mobile Native Foundation
to  Foster  Development
Collaboration
Linux  Foundation  hosts  effort  to  improve  processes  and
technologies  for  large-scale  mobile  Android  and  iOS
applications;  Lyft  makes  initial  contributions

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif., March 2, 2021 – The Linux Foundation,
the nonprofit organization enabling mass innovation through
open  source,  today  announced  the  Mobile  Native  Foundation
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(MNF).  The  MNF  will  bring  developers  together  to  improve
processes and technologies that support large-scale Android
and  iOS  applications.  Organizations  contributing  to  this
effort  include  Airbnb,  Capital  One,  Corellium,  Elotl,
Flare.build, GitHub, GogoApps, Haystack, Line, LinkedIn, Lyft,
Microsoft,  Peloton,  Robinhood,  Sauce  Labs,  Screenplay.dev,
Slack, Solid Software, Spotify, Square and Uber.

“Like  many  of  our  industry  peers,  Lyft  discovered  that
platform vendors did not solve all of the problems we faced as
our mobile team grew from a dozen engineers to hundreds of
active contributors,” said Keith Smiley, Staff Engineer, Lyft.
“The Mobile Native Foundation will foster a diverse community
that encourages collaboration and builds libraries and tools
to move the industry forward.”

The MNF is a forum for collaboration on open source software,
standards and best practices that can result in common UI
frameworks,  architectural  patterns,  build  systems  and
networking  stacks  that  can  accelerate  time  to  market  and
reduce duplicative work across companies.

“The mobile developer community is innovating and we know that
open source and collaboration can ensure that continues,” said
Mike Dolan, executive vice president and GM of Projects at the
Linux Foundation. “The MNF will accelerate and smooth mobile
app development and brings new contributions to the Linux
Foundation ecosystem.”

Lyft is making early project contributions to the MNF that
includes  Kronos,  index-import  and  set-simulator-location.
Matthew Edwards is also contributing Flank.

For more information and to begin contributing, please visit:
https://mobilenativefoundation.org

Partner Statements

Elotl
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“We are excited to pioneer the state of art Kubernetes stack
to build, test, and run modern mobile applications at cloud
scale.  We  appreciate  the  opportunity  to  collaborate  with
industry  leaders  on  this  vision!  “said  Madhuri  Yechuri,
Founder & CEO, Elotl.

Flare.build

“We look forward to collaborating with the community on many
projects related to our core vision of decreasing friction and
boosting  productivity  for  teams  creating  applications  at
scale,” said Zach Gray, co-founder and CEO, Flare.build.

LinkedIn

“The Mobile Native Foundation will advance the state-of-the-
art in mobile development by bringing together open source
developers and leading tech companies in a place where we can
collaborate and enable anyone to build and operate large scale
mobile applications. We are excited to be part of the launch
and look forward to what we can accomplish together,” said
Oscar Bonilla, Engineer, LinkedIn.

Microsoft

“We  see  this  as  a  great  opportunity  to  more  inclusively
collaborate on challenges we face across the industry and we
can’t wait to see the improvements to mobile development we
can make when we all work together,” said Mike Borysenko,
distinguished engineer, Microsoft.

Robinhood

“Robinhood’s award-winning mobile apps wouldn’t be possible
without the open source tools we rely on and contribute back
to. We look forward to working together with the open source
community as we continue to scale and address shared technical
challenges,” said Lee Byron, Engineering Manager, Robinhood.

Screenplay.dev



“We could not be more humbled or more excited to have the
opportunity to work with industry leaders to push the state of
mobile development forward,” said Tomas Reimers, Co-founder,
Screenplay.

Slack

Slack’s mobile engineering has benefited tremendously from the
open source community. We’re excited to see the energy and
experience behind MNF and look forward to participating in
shaping  the  future  of  mobile  development  at  scale,”  said
Valera Zakharov, Tech Lead of the Mobile Developer Experience
Team.

Spotify

“We are excited to join forces with the community in the
mission of solving issues and providing better technologies to
ship  mobile  apps  at  scale,”  said  Patrick  Balestra,  iOS
Infrastructure Engineer, Spotify.

Uber

“Uber mobile apps have scaled with the help of a thriving open
source community and we are now proud to collaborate with
other organizations on the Mobile Native Foundation to further
give back,” said Ty Smith, Android Tech Lead, Uber.

About the Linux Foundation

Founded in 2000, the Linux Foundation is supported by more
than  1,000  members  and  is  the  world’s  leading  home  for
collaboration on open source software, open standards, open
data,  and  open  hardware.  Linux  Foundation’s  projects  are
critical  to  the  world’s  infrastructure  including  Linux,
Kubernetes,  Node.js,  and  more.   The  Linux  Foundation’s
methodology  focuses  on  leveraging  best  practices  and
addressing  the  needs  of  contributors,  users  and  solution
providers to create sustainable models for open collaboration.



For more information, please visit us at linuxfoundation.org.

###

The  Linux  Foundation  has  registered  trademarks  and  uses
trademarks. For a list of trademarks of The Linux Foundation,
please  see  our  trademark  usage  page:  
https://www.linuxfoundation.org/trademark-usage.  Linux  is  a
registered trademark of Linus Torvalds.

Media Contact

Jennifer Cloer
for the Linux Foundation
503-867-2304
jennifer@storychangesculture.com

The post New Mobile Native Foundation to Foster Development
Collaboration appeared first on Linux Foundation.

[CentOS-announce]
CESA-2021:0671  Important
CentOS 7 bind Security Update
CentOS Errata and Security Advisory 2021:0671 Important
Upstream  details  at  :
https://access.redhat.com/errata/RHSA-2021:0671

The  following  updated  files  have  been  uploaded  and  are
currently

syncing to the mirrors: ( sha256sum Filename )
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x86_64:

1edd338d1d20b130c1a107ea59652842ef0a8167393745468301105b2a59ca
6d  bind-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

1a87cf953d16581b70a51f9c131f6f714e364e0a57dee8b2856b43aad7d891
04  bind-chroot-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

ee52c09ab7dca8a8e11fe87c0855b1ce38df1fdaef899e8ce50d80b72009b6
2b  bind-devel-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.i686.rpm

5bc7e489f2286aea26973b124918a70b6f8f29e9936508ee68e5fa89b45300
2b  bind-devel-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

28d32718cac59baf9c4162573d291af2345e664d16de912661fa18de7157ca
63  bind-export-devel-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.i686.rpm

a9b560ad84f4c4da2302f2f1c1581df4d699c0e0f9cf0754e125b2bab6ea47
95  bind-export-devel-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

f23ad28777ef3020a0b4c72141bc0d367c9a60a8eca144eafcef471df349d1
26  bind-export-libs-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.i686.rpm

6df17149302a2cb98a128880ea6df6fe1092d0cd169dda5bd470cf1dc5c734
94  bind-export-libs-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

c779ed4a8b7cd8df613f47c214050d61ac25927ab97381ffb59944fb998585
ff  bind-libs-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.i686.rpm

43570d8e293bd93001cb8c4cac3e4b2045b3024b7f3e08f4449735bfb9d206
c6  bind-libs-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

43a8791d748c2ca3cb5e8c1b6682319313b8373bb0e84e9e545ba09dc9e093
bb  bind-libs-lite-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.i686.rpm

5380ad090ba99c100379b2fc1cf54a62f85cdfe390b04b6e5e0fe4c213aa46
61  bind-libs-lite-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm



4cfa5141393a1004bc9d7885fee9a606293ee21216066238700f933afd5e45
98  bind-license-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.noarch.rpm

d97cd106cf9572dc73237ecabf174c9e7fd63f1831ecd180582edfe2ee9934
09  bind-lite-devel-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.i686.rpm

87c1a04fd7037d13c6be98a8a975ef7a41eec66aa9031b781b61eabe9107ce
9b  bind-lite-devel-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

8df89d78d785928efa5b8d059e96ce33ffe0c9356663c9acb50ce3ec8c660d
92  bind-pkcs11-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

f5a544c1c54d159d63ecf02b66555411db8230d7164937c969ee12412a7b34
26  bind-pkcs11-devel-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.i686.rpm

1612a4f04271f95f905580cfc4cc94695b1a11ade17803d000750d518bc0e3
ac  bind-pkcs11-devel-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

86d0b148abfa317696a046ac187cb479b242ea3f9ec769e6891130395ea172
a9  bind-pkcs11-libs-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.i686.rpm

40ceb41cf108321fdafc40bff1168cbc4f3e85a9ec271d6b55e946ed83697f
b7  bind-pkcs11-libs-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

b97a0e1f72d3fb43f706975f8e02ff0c130ef35fc6b4763eb18db88980fcde
25  bind-pkcs11-utils-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

235100bdba26a1af51c7f66f533d9318837d01dafa0c5e822245c8e0e54699
78  bind-sdb-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

a191bcc40fb33d21a6109e116756d8999e60adb5535583f65d05f51ff30474
63  bind-sdb-chroot-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

461bf2c4280e37fa28f8577583cf56315e10dc6a8898497da766b5dffbdb1a
56  bind-utils-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.x86_64.rpm

Source:



c499acbae99041e5bba4d447ec818d428bdcd477b7436f49c0499752925ce8
6b  bind-9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.4.src.rpm

—

Johnny Hughes

CentOS Project { http://www.centos.org/ }

irc: hughesjr, #[hidden email]

Twitter: @JohnnyCentOS

_______________________________________________
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Is  my  Internal  IP  Address
Static or Dynamic?
In the days of modern internet connections, you’re almost
certainly using a router. Routers are different and may offer
you a static or dynamic internal address for use on your LAN.
This article will tell you how to tell the difference between
a  static  and  dynamic  IP  address  using  the  Linux  terminal
emulator.

So, I’m going to assume you know what an IP address is. It’s
basically the numbers used to indicate a specific computer,
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though  it’s  a  bit  more  complicated  and  you  can  read  the
Wikipedia page on IP addresses if you want a more detailed
explanation.

A dynamic IP address is an IP address that changes from time
to time. A static IP address is one that doesn’t change. The
first one will be different after a set amount of time or
events, the second one will always be the same.

The benefits of a static IP address are many, chief among them
is  consistency.  This  is  true  even  on  a  LAN  (Local  Area
Network). If you don’t recall the device name, you can easily
access  it  by  IP  address.  If  the  device  doesn’t  have  a
hostname, you can access it by IP address, and the address
doesn’t change.

The benefits of a dynamic IP address are pretty much none,
unless you’re a provider who wants to rotate through them
because of constantly changing devices. For you my delightful
reader,  in  your  realistic  use-cases,  there  are  no  real
benefits to having a dynamic IP address. They’re a great idea
when you have more devices than you have IP addresses – which
is very unlikely to be true if you’re reading this site for
Linux tips! 

NOTE: Your Linux distro probably happily works with .local.
So, if you have a dynamic address you can still access it
through hostname.local. For example, this computer is ‘kgiii-
desktop’ and I can access it with ‘kgiii-desktop.local’ easily
enough.

Anyhow, it’s pretty easy to tell. The first thing you need to
do is crack open your terminal. You can do this by pressing
CTRL + ALT + T. Then, just enter:

[code]ip addr[/code]

Now, just look for ‘valid_lft’ and you’ll have your answer.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_address
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_area_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hostname


If it’s a dynamic IP address you’ll see something similar to
this:

[code]valid_lft 39267sec[/code]

If it’s a static IP address, you’ll see something similar to
this:

[code]valid_lft forever[/code]

See? I told you that it was pretty easy! Now that you know,
you can easily check and act accordingly. As always, thanks
for  reading.  Don’t  forget  to  sign  up  for  the  newsletter.
You’ll get an email when a new article is published and make
an old man happy!

USN-4737-2:  Bind
vulnerability
USN-4737-1 fixed a vulnerability in Bind. This update provides
the corresponding update for Ubuntu 12.04 ESM and Ubuntu 14.04
ESM.
Original advisory details:

It  was  discovered  that  Bind  incorrectly  handled  GSSAPI
security policy
negotiation. A remote attacker could use this issue to cause
Bind to crash,
resulting  in  a  denial  of  service,  or  possibly  execute
arbitrary  code.  In
the default installation, attackers would be isolated by the
Bind AppArmor
profile.
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